ABSTRACT "Bitcoin is a rare case where practice seems to be ahead of theory." Joseph Bonneau et al. [15] This tutorial aims to further close the gap between IT security research and the area of cryptographic currencies and block chains. We will describe and refer to Bitcoin as an example throughout the tutorial, as it is the most prominent representative of a such a system. It also is a good reference to discuss the underlying block chain mechanics which are the foundation of various altcoins (e.g. Namecoin) and other derived systems. In this tutorial, the topic of cryptographic currencies is solely addressed from a technical IT security point-of-view. Therefore we do not cover any legal, sociological, financial and economical aspects.
INTRODUCTION
With a current market capitalization of approximately 3.5 billion dollars, Bitcoin has demonstrated that a decentralized cryptographic currency which handles roughly 130.000 transactions per day [13] is technically possible. Since its launch in 2009 by an entity referred to as Satoshi Nakamoto [38] , the topic of cryptographic currencies has attained widespread recognition. With the success of Bitcoin several hundred other cryptographic currencies have been derived from it or developed from scratch.
The main attribute which most of these cryptographic currencies have in common is the block chain. It is responsible for confirming transactions and synchronizing the state of the underlying peer-to-peer network. Thereby, it relies on proof-of-work (PoW) [3, 38] puzzles as a method of issuing the coins and hardening the consensus. In general the block chain works as an append-only store which keeps a permanent ledger of all performed transactions in the system. This underlying concept does not only allow the construction of decentralized currency exchange systems like Bitcoin, it also provides other applications scenarios like for example decentralized key-value stores for name registration like for example Namecoin [33] . Current efforts try to build more complex systems on top of theses structures like for example Certcoin [27] and Ethereum [25] . Certainly there are enough open challenges and topics for further research in this emerging field [15] .
Although, we see a rise in Bitcoin related research recently [21, 45, 34, 42, 36, 29, 22, 15, 14, 30, 37, 24, 33] there still exists a gap between the latest proposals and prototypes developed by the cryptocurrency community [8, 7, 25, 47, 16] and the latest publications from the IT security research community. As stated in [15] in case of cryptographic currencies practice seems to be ahead of theory. Moreover, there is no official formal specification of the Bitcoin protocol, making it difficult to directly dive into the area without going through a lot of web pages [6], forum postings [12] , github repositories and source code [41, 7] , wiki articles [11, 9] , mailing list conversations and BIPs [8] . Due to the lack of specification, the reference implementation bitcoind [10] is considered as the main reference and the de facto specification in case of Bitcoin [15, 37] .
This tutorial should help to further close this gap and introduce the participants to the field of cryptographic currencies. The goal of this tutorial is to present the knowledge from various sources in a structure way and to provide researchers with the practical fundamentals of cryptocurrencies/block chains and practitioners with the scientific background.
METHODOLOGY
In this half day tutorial we survey the recent literature and illustrate the core functionality as well as the technical aspects of Bitcoin and hence cryptographic currencies in general from an IT security point of view. This includes theoretical background and cryptography, network and peerto-peer aspects as well as some anonymity and traceability considerations. We will not cover any legal, sociological, financial and economical aspects of cryptocurrencies.
As a practical exercise and a method of gameification we hand out small amount of Bitcoin to the participants as a reward for solved challenges during the tutorial. Therefore, we encourage all participants to bring their laptops to be able to participate in these challenges. The challenges reach from quiz questions, that can be solved with the help of a browser, to small practical tasks.
At the end we provide references for further studies and hand out a comprehensive bibliography containing the relevant scientific publications in this field as well as the most important online resources. This serves researches (e.g. graduate students) as a starting point for their research.
The key takeaways are:
• the practical fundamentals of PoW based cryptographic currencies
• a good understanding of the underlying block chain mechanics
• a overview of the related literature in this field
• a outlook based on current directions and trends
STRUCTURE OF THE TUTORIAL
The high level agenda for the half day tutorial is described in this section. Each chapter is represented by one subsection. Since cryptographic currencies are a rapidly evolving field, small deviations in the agenda until the execution of the tutorial are possible.
History of crypto currencies
This should give a quick overview over the history of cryptographic currency research, and their roots which date back to 1980's and David Chaums publications in that field [18, 19, 20] .
Ingredients for proof-of-work based cryptocurrencies
Here we quickly go over the required cryptographic concepts for current mainstream cryptocurrencies and block chains. This includes the notion of proof-of-work (PoW) schemes [3] and asymmetric cryptography. Thereby, we will cover the basic characteristics of the schemes used in Bitcoin, i.e. Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) over secp256k1 [7] , but avoid going into greater detail on the underlying mathematics [17, 40] . The main goal of this chapter is a recap to quickly bring everybody on the same level for the next chapter.
Bitcoin the archetype
In this chapter we outline how the everything fits together and forms a cryptocurrency like Bitcoin. Thereby, Bitcoin is discussed as an archetype for cryptographic currencies and block chains design [38, 28] . We go over the basic elements of Bitcoin and described how they work e.g.: Mining and the block chain [36, 2, 44] , transactions and fees and block chain forks and double-spending. For selected examples we also dig into the Satoshi client source code [10] , as this is the de facto protocol standard. We will also discuss how to keep your bitcoins safe [8, 31, 30] 
Block chains mechanics in general
We generalize the concept of Bitcoin and cryptographic currencies and discuss derived systems based on Bitcoin (e.g. Namecoin) as an alternative application for block chain protocols. We go through the relevant literature concerning theoretical background, where we present the general probabilistic security assumptions behind cryptocurrencies by calculating and comparing Rosenfelds [44] and Satoshis [38] methods for describing the probability of double spending attacks. We discuss the general concept of block chains based on the Bitcoin reference implementation [10] , the approaches taken in Namecoin [39] and the literature [28] .
Network and P2P aspects
Building on the previous part, we discuss the network and P2P aspects of cryptographic currencies. Thereby, we describe the general functionality of bitcoind as this is the most widely used implementation for the network layer of cryptographic currencies. Regarding network and peer-to-peers aspects we will discuss propagations and topology issues [4, 23, 37, 29] , methods of seeding and node discovery.
Traceability and anonymity
We trace transactions though the transaction graph and discuss the effectiveness of anonymity preserving methods like CoinJoin, Tor [5] . We demonstrate traceability of coins and entities and cover the relevant literature regarding privacy and anonymity aspects [26, 1, 43, 35, 46] .
Open challenges and outlook
We present and quickly discuss currently unsolved challenges and recent proposals and prototypes developed and published by the cryptocurrency community.
TARGET AUDIENCE
The tutorial is specifically designed for an audience with solid IT security background. No security basiscs will be covered. We assume attendees to have at least knoweledge equivialent to the knowledge areas as defined in the ACM/IEEE CS curriculum [32] in the knowledge area information assurance and security i.e. Foundational Concepts in Security and Cryptography.
Participants will benefit more if they also have knowledge equivalent to: Principles of Secure Design, Defensive Programming, Threats and Attacks, Network Security.
For graduate students this tutorial offers a good overview of the field. Therefore, it is particulary interesting for those who plan new research which correlates with the domain of cryptographic currencies and block chains. Professors and lecturers can include content of this tutorial in their courses. The small challenges during the tutorial can also give further ideas for assignments.
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